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MINUTES OF ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2022

1 DECLARATION OF OPENING / ANNOUNCEMENT OF VISITORS

1.1 DECLARATION OF OPENING

The Shire President declared the meeting open at 4.08pm and welcomed 
those present.

1.2 DISCLAIMER READING
The disclaimer was read aloud as there were 5 members of the public present.

“No responsibility whatsoever is implied or accepted by the Shire of 
Dandaragan for any act, omission, statement or intimation occurring during 
this meeting.

It is strongly advised that persons do not act on what is heard, and should 
only rely on written confirmation of Council’s decision, which will be provided 
within fourteen days. ”

2 RECORD OF ATTENDANCE / APOLOGIES / APPROVED LEAVE OF 
ABSENCE

Members
Councillor L Holmes (President)
Councillor P Scharf (Deputy President)
Councillor J Clarke
Councillor A Eyre
Councillor R Glasfurd
Councillor W Gibson
Councillor M McDonald
Councillor R Rybarczyk
Councillor R Shanhun

Staff
Mr B Bailey (Chief Executive Officer)
Mr S Clayton (Executive Manager Corporate & Community Services)
Mr L Fouche (Executive Manager Development Services)
Ms R Headland (Council Secretary & Personal Assistant)
Mr R Mackay (Principal Planning & Building Officer)
Ms T Slee (Economic Development Manager)

Apologies
Nil

Approved Leave of Absence
Nil

Observers
Mrs S Randall, Mrs M Gazeley, Mr M Ford, MrT O’Gorman, Ms B Hayes
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MINUTES OF ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2022

3 RESPONSE TO PREVIOUS PUBLIC QUESTIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE

Nil

4 PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

Nil

5 APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Nil

6 CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES

6.1 MINUTES OF THE ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD 27 OCTOBER 
2022

COUNCIL DECISION
Moved Cr Rybarczyk, seconded Cr Eyre
That the minutes of the Ordinary Meeting of Council held 27 October 
2022 be confirmed.

CARRIED 9 / 0

6.2 MINUTES OF THE SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING HELD 14 NOVEMBER 
2022

COUNCIL DECISION
Moved Cr Shanhun, seconded Cr Scharf
That the minutes of the Special Meeting of Council held 14 November 
2022 be confirmed.

CARRIED 9 / 0

7 NOTICES AND ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER WITHOUT 
DISCUSSION

Nil

8 PETITIONS / DEPUTATIONS / PRESENTATIONS / SUBMISSIONS

Nil
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MINUTES OF ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2022

9 REPORTS OF COMMITTEES AND OFFICERS

9.1 CORPORATE & COMMUNITY SERVICE

9.1.1 LOTTERYWEST GRANT

Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path: 
Disclosure of Interest: 
Date:
Author:

Shire of Dandaragan

SODR-1876983588-1174 
Nil
10 October 2022
Michelle Perkins, Manager Customer & Community 
Services
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate & 
Community Services

Senior Officer:

PROPOSAL
For Councillors to recognise the Lotterywest operating grant of 
$7,500 to coordinate the 2022 Spray the Grey Youth Festival.

BACKGROUND
The Shire provides Youth Services funding through its budget 
processes in accordance with the Strategic Community Plan and 
the Shire Corporate Business Plan. Spray the Grey Youth Festival 
is now an annual event underwritten and budgeted for under Youth 
Services, however additional funding is required from external 
sources in order to continue to develop the event as a high-quality 
participatory event for young people across the Shire.

COMMENT
In February 2022, the Shire of Dandaragan community 
development team was successful in obtaining a $7,500 operating 
grant from Lotterywest to assist with coordination of the Spray the 
Grey Youth Festival 2022 which will partially offset the $25,000 
budgeted expense for the 2022 Spray the Grey Youth Festival. 
The event was postponed from April 2022 until September 2022 
due to uncertainty around COVID-19 but has since been held with 
success. The grant was approved for funding of rides and 
amusements.

CONSULTATION
Nil

STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
There is no statutory environment relevant to this item.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The Lotterywest grant will increase the 2022/23 annual budget 
expenditure for youth services by $7,500 and reducing the 
underwritten amount in the 2022/23 annual budget for Spray the 
Grey Youth Festival to the same value.
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MINUTES OF ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2022

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS 
Community Strategic Plan - Envision 2029

04 - Community The Shire’s resident population will be 
the fastest growing population in the 
region supported by increased 
community recreation and cultural 
opportunities and access to key 
liveability factors such as health and 
wellbeing services and educational 
opportunities.

Priority outcomes Our roles
A Shire built on the strengths of 
community spirit and resilient, connected 
communities.

Support and promote inclusive events 
that enhance and celebrate community 
and cultural spirit that bring our 
communities together.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this 
report:
■ Lotterywest Grant Letter and Agreement Schedule (Doc Id: 

SODR-1876983588-1168)
(Marked 9.1.1)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION / COUNCIL DECISION 
Moved Cr Shanhun, seconded Cr McDonald 
That Council recognise the Lotterywest operating grant for 
$7,500, to partially offset the $25,000 budgeted expenditure 
on the 2022 Spray the Grey Youth Festival.

CARRIED 9 / 0

9.1.2 ACCOUNTS FOR PAYMENT - OCTOBER 2022

Location:
Applicant:
Folder Path: 
Disclosure of Interest:

Shire of Dandaragan 
N/A
SODR-2042075298-36502
None

Date:
Author:

Senior Officer:

14 November 2022
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate &
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

PROPOSAL
To accept the cheque, EFT, BPAY and direct debit listing for the 
month of October 2022.
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MINUTES OF ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2022

BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995, and Financial 
Management Regulations 1996, a list of expenditure payments is 
required to be presented to Council,

COMMENT
The cheque, electronic funds transfer (EFT), BRAY and direct debit 
payments for October 2022 totalled $1,618,113.31 for the Municipal 
Fund.

Should Councillors wish to raise any issues relating to the October 
2022 Accounts for payment, please do not hesitate to contact the 
Executive Manager Corporate and Community Services prior to the 
Council Meeting, in order that research can be undertaken and 
details provided either at the time of the query or at the meeting.

CONSULTATION 
«Chief Executive Officer

STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
■ Regulation 13 of the Local Government Financial Management 

Regulations 1997.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no adverse trends to report at this time.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item. 

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this 
report:
■ Cheque, EFT and direct debit listings for October 2022 (Doc Id: 

SODR-2042075298-47320)
(Marked 9.1.2)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION / COUNCIL DECISION 
Moved Cr Eyre, seconded Cr Scharf
That the Cheque, EFT, BRAY and direct debit payment listing 
for the period ending 31 October 2022 totalling $1,618,113.31 
be adopted.

CARRIED 9 / 0
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9.1.3 FINANCIAL STATEMENTS - MONTHLY REPORTING FOR THE
PERIOD ENDING 31 OCTOBER 2022

Location:
Applicant:
Folder
Disclosure of Interest:

Shire of Dandaragan 
N/A
SODR-1743450996-2640 
None
14 November 2022
Scott Clayton, Executive Manager Corporate and
Community Services
Brent Bailey, Chief Executive Officer

Date:
Author:

Senior Officer:

PROPOSAL
To table and adopt the monthly financial statements for the period 
ending 31 October 2022.

BACKGROUND
In accordance with the Local Government Act 1995 and Financial 
Management Regulations (1996), monthly financial statements are 
required to be presented to Council. Circulated are the monthly 
financial statements for the period ending 31 October 2022.

COMMENT
Regulation 34 of the Financial Management Regulations (1996) 
requires the following information to be provided to Council:

1. Net Current Assets
Council’s adjusted net current assets surplus / (deficit) position 
as at the 31 October 2022 was $7,372,167. Net current Asset 
are calculated by deducting current liabilities from current assets 
as reported in the Statement of Financial Position. In 
accordance with regulation 34 of the Local Government 
Financial Management Regulations (1996) the net current 
assets are adjusted to establish a surplus / (deficit) position 
within the monthly financial statements. The current position 
indicates that Council can easily meet its short-term liquidity or 
solvency.

The adjusted net current assets position is reflected on page 10 
and reconciled with the Rate Setting Statement on page 3 of the 
financial statements.

The amount raised from rates, shown on the Rate Setting 
Statement (page 3), reconciles with note 2 (page 9) of the 
financial statements and provides information to Council on the 
budget vs actual rates raised.

2. Material Variances
During budget adoption a 10 percent and $10,000 threshold for 
these variances to be reported was set.

Note 14 (page 24) of the attached report details any significant 
variances.
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MINUTES OF ORDINARY COUNCIL MEETING HELD THURSDAY 24 NOVEMBER 2022

Should Councillors wish to raise any issues relating to the 31 
October 2022 financial statements, please do not hesitate to contact 
the Executive Manager Corporate and Community Services prior to 
the Council Meeting in order that research can be undertaken and 
details provided either at the time of the query or at the meeting.

CONSULTATION
■ Chief Executive Officer

STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
■ Regulation 34 of the Local Government Financial Management 

Regulations (1996)

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are no policy implications relevant to this item.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no adverse trends to report at this time.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item. 

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this 
report:
■ Financial statements for the period ending 31 October 2022 (Doc 

Id: SODR-1743450996-2744)
(Marked 9.1.3)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION / COUNCIL DECISION 
Moved Cr Clarke, seconded Cr Eyre
That the monthly financial statements for the period 31 
October 2022 be adopted.

CARRIED 9 / 0

9.2 INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES
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9.3 DEVELOPMENT SERVICES

9.3.1 PROPOSED SHIPPING 
CLUB

Location:

Applicant:
Folder Path:
Disclosure of Interest:
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

CONTAINER - JURIEN BAY DARTS

Jurien Bowling Club - Reserve 31884 (Lot 503 on
Plan 64265
Jurien Bay Darts Club
SODR-1262144384-15788
Nil
7 November 2022
Rory Mackay, Principal Planning & Building Officer 
Louis Fouche, Executive Manager of Development 
Services

PROPOSAL
Council is requested to consider granting development approval for 
the placement of a shipping container within the Jurien Bowling Club 
site at the Jurien Bay Recreation Reserve 31884.

Jurien Bowling Club site.

BACKGROUND
For the last five years the Jurien Bay Darts Club have competed 
their playing seasons from the Jurien Bowling Club building. Due to 
a growth in club members, further storage of playing equipment is 
needed. Currently no storage is provided at the Bowling Club site, 
instead Dart Club members have been storing the Club's equipment 
at their own residences. To resolve this storage issue, the Dart Club 
has proposed the purchase of a shipping container to be placed at 
the rear of the Bowling Club site as marked on the aerial map image 
below.
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An existing dated and deteriorated barbecue area requires removal 
to enable the placement of the shipping container in this location.

The proposed shipping container will be located within Jurien Bay 
Recreation Reserve 31884, which is vested with and under the care, 
control and management of the Shire. As such, Council is required 
to give landowner’s consent for the application. Should Council not 
grant this consent, the application cannot proceed. (Determination 
of the applications is then not required).

Reserve 31884 is reserved for the purposes of ‘Parks and 
Recreation’ under the Shire’s Local Planning Scheme and has the 
land purposes of ‘community centre’ and ‘recreation’. A dart club 
development aligns with this reservation and purposes.

COMMENT
The proposed shipping container:
« has a defined purpose with a rational need;
■ will be painted a colour of matching appearance with that of the 

existing bowls club building;
- will remain incidental to the bowling club building and will be 

adequately screened / out of regular sight; and
- is a structure which can be readily removed if required in the 

future.

Given the above, it is recommended that Council approve the 
development application subject to conditions.

CONSULTATION
Nil
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STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
Local Planning Scheme No 7
2.4.1. A person must not —

a) use a Local Reserve; or
b) commence or carry out development on a Local Reserve, 

without first having obtained development approval under 
Part 7 of the deemed provisions.

2.4.2. In determining an application for development approval, the 
local government is to have due regard to —
a) the matters set out in clause 67 of the deemed provisions; 

and
b) the ultimate purpose intended for the Reserve.

Land Administration Act 1997:
41. Reserving Crown land, Minister’s powers as to 
Subject to section 45(6), the Minister may by order reserve 
Crown land to the Crown for one or more purposes in the public 
interest.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
■ Local Planning Policy 9.7 Shipping Containers:

This policy does not provide coverage for shipping containers on 
Crown reserves/ public land.

■ Delegations Register:
No delegation is provided under the relevant delegation - 9.1.2 
(Town Planning - Other Use and Development).

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The development application fee has been waived for this non-for- 
profit organisation.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item. 

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this 
report:
■ Development application 125/22 (SODR-1262144384-15788)
(Marked 9.3.1)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 1
That Council agrees to provide landowner’s consent for the 
development application for a shipping container to be placed on 
the Jurien Bay Recreation Reserve 31884.
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OFFICER RECOMMENDATION 2
That Council grant development approval for a shipping container
to be placed on the Jurien Bay Recreation Reserve 31884 in
accordance with the following conditions:
1. All development shall be in accordance with the approved 

development plans, which form part of this development 
approval, to the specifications and satisfaction of the Shire of 
Dandaragan.

2. All stormwater must be contained and disposed of on-site at all 
times, to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

3. The shipping container is not to be used for human habitation, 
to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

4. The shipping container is to be painted a colour matching the 
predominant colour of the existing Jurien Bowling Club building, 
to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

COUNCIL DECISION
Moved Cr Shanhun, seconded Cr Clarke
That Council:
1. agrees to provide landowner’s consent for the development 

application for a shipping container to be placed on the 
Jurien Bay Recreation Reserve 31884.

2. grant development approval for a shipping container to be 
placed on the Jurien Bay Recreation Reserve 31884 in 
accordance with the following conditions:
i. all development shall be in accordance with the approved 

development plans, which form part of this development 
approval, to the specifications and satisfaction of the 
Shire of Dandaragan.

ii. all stormwater must be contained and disposed of on-site 
at all times, to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

iii. the shipping container is not to be used for human 
habitation, to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

iv. the shipping container is to be painted a colour matching 
the predominant colour of the existing Jurien Bowling 
Club building, to the satisfaction of the Shire of 
Dandaragan.

CARRIED 9 / 0

Reason for Variation: The two officer recommendations were combined and 
moved as one motion.

The Chief Executive Officer announced that the following item 9.3.2 was 
withdrawn by the Officers prior to the commencement of the meeting.
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9.3.2 PROPOSED OUTBUILDING - LOT 10 (NO.15) GRIGSON 
STREET, JURIEN BAY - ITEM WITHDRAWN

Location:
Applicant & Landowner: 
File Ref:
Disclosure of Interest: 
Date:
Author:
Senior Officer:

Lot 10 (15) Grigson Street, Jurien Bay 
CA Ryan
SODR-1262144384-15811 
Nil
8 November 2022
Rory Mackay, Principal Planning & Building Officer 
Louis Louche, Executive Manager of Development 
Services

PROPOSAL
The proponent is seeking development approval for an oversized 
outbuilding at 15 Grigson Street, Jurien Bay.

f N. tB?' v

Location Plan -Lot 10 (No. 15) Grigson Street, Jurien Bay

BACKGROUND
The applicant is seeking development approval to construct a 
192m2 enclosed outbuilding with a wall height of 3.6m and a ridge 
height of 4.7m at the rear of the 1214m2 property. The outbuilding 
will be a steel frame cladded in Colorbond steel sheeting. The 
outbuilding will be setback 1m from the rear and north/east side 
boundaries, and 4m from the south/west side boundary.

Only a three-bedroom, one-bathroom dwelling exists on the 
property. There is no carport or garage structure attached to the 
dwelling.

An outbuilding is defined by the Residential Design Codes (R- 
Codes) (State Planning Policy 7.3) as:
An enclosed non-habitable structure that is detached from any 
dwelling.

The subject property is zoned Residential under the Shire’s Local 
Planning Scheme No.7 with a density code of R12.5.
Council’s Local Planning Policy 9.4: Outbuildings Residential Areas 
(Policy) outlines the following parameters for outbuildings:
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LPP9.4 Proposed
Area 80m2 (120m2*) 192m2
Wall/gutter height 3.6m 3.6m
Ridge Height 4.5m 4.7m
Side/rear setback 1.5m 1m
Under the Policy a 40m2 lean-to can be attached to an 80m2 enclosed outbuilding
effectively taking the outbuilding aggregate area to 120m2.

The applicant has sought the above outbuilding area variation for 
storage needs for recreational vehicles, in addition to materials and 
tools required for an owner/builder demolition and rebuild of a 
substantial two storey residence on the property in future years. 
Given the above variations to the Policy the development 
application was referred to the adjoining property owners for 
comment. One objection to the proposal was received as outlined 
in the consultation section below.

It is noted that the development application would have been 
referred to Council for determination without any objections due to 
the design variations sought against the Policy.

COMMENT
Where a proposal does not meet the deemed-to-comply provisions 
of the Policy the decision maker is to consider the application 
against the design principles of the Policy (which is as per the R- 
Codes). The R-Codes design principles applicable for the proposed 
outbuilding are:

Lot boundary setback 5.1.3, P3.1
P3.1 Buildings set back from lot boundaries or adjacent buildings 
on the same lot so as to:
■ reduce impacts of building bulk on adjoining properties;
■ provide adequate direct sun and ventilation to the building and 

open spaces on the site and adjoining properties; and
■ minimise the extent of overlooking and resultant loss of privacy 

on adjoining properties.

Outbuildings 5.4.3, P3
Outbuildings that do not detract from the streetscape or the visual 
amenity of residents or neighbouring properties.

The merits of the development application, both positive and 
negative are stated below in relation to these (R-Codes) design 
principles and the Policy:

Positives
■ The proposed outbuilding will be located behind the existing 

dwelling, to the rear of the property, which is a design 
characteristic consistent throughout Jurien Bay.

■ The proposed 1m boundary setbacks in lieu of 1.5m is 
considered minor in the context of direct sun and ventilation 
impacts on adjoining properties.
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■ The proposed outbuilding will not result in privacy or overlooking 
issues for adjoining properties.

■ The materials and colours of the garage are complementary to 
the existing dwelling’s design, to not detract from the streetscape 
or the amenity of neighbouring properties. The applicant has 
stated that the any future new dwelling on the property will be 
finished a colour complementary to that of the proposed 
outbuilding.

■ A standard condition of development approval requires that 
stormwater be contained and controlled on the applicant’s 
property. This will ensure that no gutters or 
downpipes/stormwater are located or run into adjoining 
properties.

■ The proposed outbuilding will achieve the open space 
requirements of the R-Codes of 55% (668m2) of the property not 
occupied by any building.

■ The proposed total/ridge variation of 4.7m in lieu of 4.5m is 
considered minor as it is less than 5%.

Negatives
* The proposed 192m2 outbuilding will take up 16% of the large 

1214m2 property and will have an industrial building bulk which 
can negatively affect current and future adjoining landowners 
and the overall streetscape in a prominent residential locality of 
Jurien Bay (as objected to).

■ The proposed outbuilding is 2.4 times the 80m2 maximum 
enclosed area or 1.6m times the 120m2 overall outbuilding area 
contemplated by the guiding Policy. As such the approval of the 
proposal would set an undesirable precedent for future like 
development applications.

Given the above, it is recommended that Council refuse the subject 
development application. However, should Council consider the 
proposal to achieve orderly and proper planning an alternative 
recommendation is presented below.

Alternative Officer Recommendation
That Council grant development approval for an outbuilding at Lot 
10 Grigson Street, Jurien Bay subject to following conditions and 
advice:
Conditions:
1. All development, subject to any conditions of this approval, shall 

be in accordance with the approved development plans, which 
form part of this development approval, to the specifications and 
satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

2. All stormwater must be contained and disposed of on-site at all 
times, to the satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

3. The outbuilding is not to be used for human habitation, to the 
satisfaction of the Shire of Dandaragan.

4. The outbuilding is not to be used for any commercial or industrial 
purpose (including home occupation) unless the written approval 
of the Shire of Dandaragan has first been obtained.
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Advice Notes:
This is a development approval of the Shire of Dandaragan under 
its Local Planning Scheme No. 7 only. The applicant/landowner is 
advised that it is their responsibility to ensure that the proposed 
development complies with all other applicable legislation, local 
laws, licensing requirements and/or legal agreements that may 
relate to the development.

CONSULTATION
The proposal was forwarded to adjoining landowners for comment 
and an objection was received from the adjoining rear neighbour. 
These landowners state they were concerned with the proposed 
size of the outbuilding with its more than 200% variation to guiding 
Policy’s maximum area. It was suggested an outbuilding of this size 
was better suited to an industrial zoned area.

STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
■ Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) 

Regulations 2015
o Deemed provisions for local planning schemes

■ Cl.67. Consideration of application by local government
■ Local Planning Scheme No 7:

Clause 4.2 of the Scheme outlines State Planning Policy 3.1 - 
Residential Design Codes is to read as part of the Scheme.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Local Planning Policy 9.4 Outbuildings Residential Areas 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The applicant has paid the required fee for the development 
application.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS
There are no strategic implications relevant to this item. 

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda are the following items relevant to this 
report:
■ Development application 122/22 (Doc Id: SODR-1262144384- 

15730 & SODR-1262144384-15729)
(Marked 9.3.2)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION
That Council refuse the development application for the proposed 
outbuilding at Lot 10 Grigson Street, Jurien Bay as the development 
would not comply with orderly and proper planning for the locality 
and if approved, set an undesirable precedent for similar 
development applications in the future, inconsistent with Local
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Planning Policy 9.4 Outbuilding - Residential Areas (clause 67(2)
of the Deemed Provisions for local planning schemes).

Advice to applicant:
A. A revised outbuilding development application that is consistent 

with the Shire of Dandaragan Local Planning Policy 9.4 
Outbuildings - Residential Areas, will be considered by Council.

B. If the applicant/landowner is aggrieved by this determination, 
there is a right of review by the State Administrative Tribunal in 
accordance with Part 14 of the Planning and Development Act 
2005. An application must be submitted within 28 days of this 
determination.

Or Scharf declared a Financial Interest in Item 9.3.3 being a registered 
Beekeeper with Bee Apiary sites throughout the Shire and left the meeting 
at 4.13pm.

9.3.3 BEEKEEPING LOCAL PLANNING POLICY

Location: Rural Residential, Rural Smallholdings & Special Use
- Rural Development (except Category 3) zoned land 
in the Shire

Folder Path: SODR-877026889-3410
Disclosure of Interest: Nil
Date: 9 November 2022
Author: Rory Mackay, Principal Planning & Building Officer
Senior Officer: Louis Fouche, Executive Manager of Development

Services

PROPOSAL
For Council to consider not proceeding with the adoption of a draft 
local planning policy for beekeeping.

BACKGROUND
The Shire of Dandaragan Local Law Relating to Beekeeping 2001, 
was repealed by Council in 2019. The intent with the repeal was to 
consider the application of the Local Planning Scheme (Scheme) as 
an alternative mechanism for the control of beekeeping. The 
Scheme makes provision for a range of land use classes i.e. Rural 
Pursuit that may require a Development Approval within certain 
zones such as the Rural Residential Zone (D use).

Beekeeping can be regulated in terms of the Scheme with the 
additional guidance of a Local Planning Policy.

During the 2021/22 summer period, Development Services 
received specific complaints regarding beekeeping within the 
Shire’s lifestyle/rural residential estates of Alta Mare and Jurien Bay 
Heights.

As a result, Shire officers drafted a Local Planning Policy to guide 
the assessment of development applications for beekeeping under
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the land use class ‘rural pursuit’, which is defined in the Scheme 
as:
“any premises used for—
a. the rearing or agistment of animals;
b. the stabling, agistment or training of horses;
c. the growing of trees, plants, shrubs, or flowers for replanting in 

domestic, commercial or industrial gardens; or
d. the sale of produce grown solely on the lot, but does not include 

agriculture - extensive or agriculture -intensive”

To address the community concerns, the proposed policy was 
focused on addressing beekeeping on properties zoned Rural 
Residential, Rural Smallholdings and Special Use - Rural 
Development in the Shire. Townsite properties, Rural / farming 
properties and nature reserves were excluded.

The draft Policy proposed that beekeeping development approvals 
will be issued subject to conditions, including an approval period of 
12 months (requiring annual renewal). This would enable the Shire 
to monitor complaints received and compliance with relevant 
conditions during the year before renewal of approvals are issued. 
Development Applications subject to the Policy would be advertised 
to surrounding neighbours for comment. Applications would be 
assessed against the Western Australian Apiarist’s Society's Best- 
Practice Guidelines of Urban Beekeeping and applicants would be 
required to submit a Beekeeping Management Plan’ under the 
policy.

Public comments were sought on the draft policy. A total of eight 
submissions were received, all of which objected to the Policy. The 
main concerns were:
■ Inconsistencies between regulation outside townsites to no 

regulation inside townsites.
■ The requirement that 21 days’ notice must be given prior to 

relocating hives in the form of a development application will 
interfere with the robust nature of bee pollination.

■ The burden of applying for separate development applications for 
each property hives are kept on.

■ Further red tape above protocols and practices already in place, 
which will impact the productivity, lifestyle and financial viability 
of the beekeeping industry.

« Further administration burden on the Shire.
■ That feral bee colony issues will still exist.
■ Potential loss of local beekeepers providing management 

services for feral bees in the community.

COMMENT
Beekeeping has been practiced in the Shire for decades with a 
relatively low number of issues caused to date. The benefit of 
additional regulation is considered to be relatively low when 
compared to the cost and administration thereof to the Shire.
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Requiring development applications of beekeepers, would typically 
add more ‘red tape’ to beekeeping, without a demonstrable benefit 
to the community. The fact that a development application is in 
place, would not necessarily address the nature of complaints 
received by the Shire to date. These complaints typically focus on 
perceived nuisances experienced by complainants.

Sections 182 and 184 of the Health (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1911 (HMPA) provides the Shire with recourse should an animal 
nuisance be deemed to exist. An animal nuisance is defined as - 
‘where any animal is so kept as to be a nuisance or injurious or 
dangerous to health’.

A person who permits or causes such a nuisance to occur commits 
an offence under section 182 of the HMPA, which carries a 
maximum penalty of $5,000 and a maximum daily penalty of $500 
per day during which the offence continues.

Furthermore, a local government may serve a notice under section 
184 of the HMPA, requiring a person to take specified measures to 
abate a nuisance and a failure to comply with that notice is also an 
offence under the HMPA, which carries a maximum penalty of $500 
and a maximum daily penalty of $50 for each day during which the 
offence continues.

In order for the Shire to prove an offence under section 182 of the 
HMPA, the Shire would need to prove the following elements of that 
offence:
■ the accused person is keeping the relevant bees the subject of 

the complaint;
■ those animals are;

o causing a nuisance, being an unreasonable interference with 
the use and enjoyment of another person’s property; or 

o injurious or dangerous to the health of another person.

In relation to a nuisance, the Shire would be required to 
demonstrate that bees from a specific property are adversely 
impacting occupants from another property to an extent that, to an 
ordinary person, would have a significant impact on that person’s 
use and enjoyment of their property.

In short, beekeeping activities could satisfy the definition of a 
nuisance of under section 182 of the HMPA in some cases. 
However, it may be difficult to prove that nuisances exist as a result 
of the manner in which bees are kept at a specific property.

The Shire could however serve a notice under section 184 of the 
HMPA requiring bees to be removed from a property, adequate 
water sources to be provided at a property, or other measures taken 
to more effectively confine bees to a specific property. The Shire 
could carry out those works in default of such a notice.
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The above nuisance provisions under the HMPA can be used to 
deal with complaints in relation to beekeeping rather than 
requirement for Development Approval. The reality is that the nature 
of the specific complaints received to date were such that 
successful prosecution would be unlikely.

Given it would be difficult for the specific complaints received to be 
successfully prosecuted in court it is more appropriate to advise 
complainants accordingly than to pursue Development 
Applications, which may be unlikely to address these complaints 
either.

It is therefore recommended that the draft Local Planning Policy not 
be adopted by Council. Instead, local beekeepers will be advised to 
be registered with the Department of Primary Industries and 
Regional Development (DPIRD) and follow the Western Australian 
Apiarist’s Society’s Best-Practice Guidelines for Urban Beekeeping. 
Should beekeepers not follow these protocols in place, the Shire 
can advise DPIRD accordingly and/or serve a nuisance notice 
under the Section 184 of the HMPA act requiring steps be taken to 
abate the inconsistent beekeeping.

In terms of advice to complainants, where the Shire is not able to 
pursue a public nuisance, private individuals could pursue court 
action. In some instances, a person can initiate court proceedings 
over the nuisance. This is called a ‘common law nuisance 
action’. The interference needs to be ‘substantial’ and 
‘unreasonable’ for legal action to be taken, and usually the only 
person who can sue is the person who legally occupies the land. A 
claim does not require that there be physical damage to land or that 
there was an intention to interfere.

CONSULTATION 
As outlined previously.

STATUTORY ENVIRONMENT
■ Health (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2011 Section 182:

A nuisance shall be deemed to be created in any of the 
following cases —
(2) where any animal is so kept as to be a nuisance or 

injurious or dangerous to health;
■ Biosecurity and Agriculture Management (Identification and 

Movement of Stock and Apiaries) Regulations 2013:
These regulations controls registration and movement of 
beehives.

The Department of Primary Industries and Regional 
Development (DPIRD) is responsible for administering the 
abovementioned Regulations.
Key relevant regulations include:
R.13 Beekeepers must be registered by DPIRD
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R.202 Beekeepers must identify hives (burnt in, stamped, 
carved or scored, so that it is distinctly impressed on each 
brood box and honey super hive.

R208. A beekeeper keeping an apiary on land that the 
beekeeper does not own, or on land that the beekeeper 
does not have as his or her usual place of residence, 
must erect and display, or cause to be erected and 
displayed, in such a position as to be clearly visible to all 
persons approaching the apiary a notice bearing
(a) the full name; and
(b) the telephone number; and
(c) the registered identifier for hives; and
(d) the street address of the place of residence or 

business,

Penalties apply for non-compliance of each of the above 
regulations.
■ Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) 

Regulations 2015:

The ability to prepare a local planning policy (LPP) is afforded to the 
Council under clause 3 of Schedule 2 in the Deemed Provisions for 
Local Planning Schemes (Deemed Provisions). The Deemed 
Provisions allow the Shire to prepare policies in respect to any 
matter related to the planning and development of the Shire. 
Policies may apply to a particular class or matter and relate to one 
or more parts of the Shire’s Local Planning Scheme area. Clauses 
5 and 6 of the Deemed Provisions allow Council to amend or rescind 
its planning policies.

LPPs are guidelines used to assist the local government in making 
decisions under the Local Planning Scheme. Although LPPs are not 
part of the Local Planning Scheme, they must be consistent with, 
and cannot vary, the intent of the Local Planning Scheme 
provisions. In considering a development application, the local 
government must have due regard to relevant LPPs as required 
under the Local Planning Scheme.

LPPs aim at prescribing minimum standards acceptable to the 
Council in consideration of community sentiment for various types 
of development and land use. Additionally, these policies also aid 
in providing a foundation for delegation to be set in order to assist 
in streamlining the approval processes and establishing relative 
levels of compliance.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Western Australian Apiarist’s Society’s Best-Practice Guidelines 
for Urban Beekeeping outline the following practices for 
beekeeping not to be deemed a nuisance:
■ Become informed - learning, hands-on training and mentoring
■ Number of hives on a property
■ Locating hives
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■ Managing flight paths
■ Defensive behaviour - guard bees
■ Providing water
■ Working the hive
■ Preventing swarms
■ Pest and disease control
■ Storing equipment
■ Notify your neighbours
■ Insurance

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are no financial implications relevant to this item.

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS 
Strategic Community Plan Envision 2029

02 - Prosperity The region will experience economic and 
population growth with increasing 
economic opportunities, diversifying 
primary production and a vibrant visitor 
economy.

Priority Outcomes Our Roles
Our Shire has a contemporary land use 
planning system that responds to, and 
creates, economic opportunities.

Ensuring that our planning framework is 
modern and meets the needs of industry, 
small business, and emerging 
opportunities.

ATTACHMENTS
Circulated with the agenda is the following item relevant to this 
report:
■ Draft Local Planning Policy: Beekeeping (SODR-877026889- 

3293)
- Additional information from WAAS (Doc Id: SODR-877026889-

3412)
(Marked 9.3.3)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority

OFFICER RECOMMENDATION / COUNCIL DECISION 
Moved Cr Shanhun, seconded Cr Gibson 
That Council, pursuant to clause 4(3)(b)(iii) of the Deemed 
Provisions of the Planning and Development (Local Planning 
Schemes) Regulations 2015, resolves to not proceed with the 
Draft Local Planning Policy: Beekeeping as provided as an 
attachment to this report.

CARRIED 8 / 0

Cr Scharf re-entered the meeting at 4.14pm and the Chief Executive Officer 
advised that the Officer Recommendation was carried.
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9.4 GOVERNANCE & ADMINISTRATION

9.5 COUNCILLOR INFORMATION BULLETIN

9.5.1 SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN - OCTOBER COUNCIL STATUS 
REPORT

Document ID: [SODR-1739978813-5901]
Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire’s status report from 
the Council Meeting held 27 October 2022. (Marked 9.5.1)

9.5.2 SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN - BUILDING STATISTICS - 
OCTOBER 2022

Document ID: [SODR-2045798944-4016] 
Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire of Dandaragan 
Building Statistics for October 2022. (Marked 9.5.2)

9.5.3 SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN - PLANNING STATISTICS - 
OCTOBER 2022

Document ID: [SODR-2045798944-4015]
Attached to the agenda is a copy of the Shire of Dandaragan 
Planning Statistics for October 2022. (Marked 9.5.3)

9.5.4 SHIRE OF DANDARAGAN TOURISM / LIBRARY / COMMUNITY 
ACTIVITIES REPORT FOR October 2022

Document ID: [SODR-1876983588-1189]
Attached to the agenda is monthly report for Tourism / Library for 
October 2022. (Marked 9.5.4)

10 NEW BUSINESS OF AN URGENT NATURE - INTRODUCED BY 
RESOLUTION OF THE MEETING

Nil

11 CONFIDENTIAL ITEMS FOR WHICH MEETING IS CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC

Nil

12 ELECTED MEMBERS MOTIONS OF WHICH PREVIOUS NOTICE HAS BEEN 
GIVEN

Nil

13 CLOSURE OF MEETING

The presiding member declared the meeting closed at 4.16pm.
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These minutes were confirme<Ta\ajn,eeting on ................... K 20X2.

Signed

Presiding person at the meeting at which the minutes were confirmed 

Date (5 her -3022
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